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and 
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There are several publuhed me-chcds of deriving the transient 
response of' a linear systan from the known fk?quency response, lx& 
these are all rather lengthy. Anotkr method 1s described, which is 
much more rapd, although less accurate. lt is based on the cdoulatlon 
of the response of the system to 3. square wave as expressed by a Fourier 
Series, 

For any system there is an optimum square wave frequency, and 
the process of selection of' thxr, funkrnental frequcnoy is descri%&, 
It is shcrwn that consideration of rosponsc s up to the eleventh harmonic 
only can g~v~~transient~respo~~c curves which arc In error by less than 
2%. A de&dptw$~s givcn_of a circular computer v&&h speeds the 
cslculat&i&&k3 two tables of values are ukduded for USC rnth the 
computer. 
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1 Intrcditotion 

The analysts and design of a se- systan, b?sed on the stedy 
state response to a sinusoidsl Input, 1.5 called the Frequency Approach, 
and ths characteristics of the system are most usually portnyed by 
ourves of gain in decibels against log-frequency, ard phase change in 
degrees against log-froqLlenoy. These curves can be dran ather from 
data obtained cxperimentdly, or from the expressIon for the transfer 
f'unctlon of the system, for example by using an asymptote approximation 
method (Ref.1). By exunlratlon of these Tao curves, oxarnples of which 
are shown in Flg.3, a oonsd.crable <mount of infozmdion nay be dcduoed 
about the response oharactcnstlcs, e.g. iiamping ratio nra3. undamped 
natural frequency, and about the stabikty of the system. 

Alternatxvely, the Transient Approach to the andysls of a system 
IS based on-its response, expre ssed in tams of output or error, &en 
the system is subJected to a step or lmpulsc fl*nctlon. The result is 
portrayed by curws of output or erra against tune, and from such 
curves &tads concerning the initial rate of rc,Tonse, overshoot, 
dmping etc. can. bs obtxhccl. 

Whdst the major part of the cleslgn of a servo system oan be carried 
out by using relationships based upon the frequency response, it 1s often 
important t&t the transient response of tk proposed system be Imown 
during the desqn periofi. Ccnsequcntly It ~rould be a! peat assistance 
to have a method of calculating the transient response of E system being 
@ven its frequcnoy rcsponw. Such a mcthoii oould be used to obtain a 
tr,ulslent rcsponsc from gain and plwsc mrves obtained either by plotting 
from the trznsfcr function (Tnthout ths need for solving polynanids) or 
from cxpamentd m5ults. 

Seveml such methods h?ve already been developed, apart from the 
exact mathemstical one lvhich rewires analytical knowledge of the transfer 
function of the systan (Ref.2). If VIC real part of the frequency 
response is plotted against the angular frequency, the response of the 
system to a unit impulse may be derived by a graphical intcgratlon 
(Ref.3); or If the real part of the frequency response divided by the 
angular freqmncy is plotted agamst the Lulg.dar frecplency, a hannonlc 
analyser can be used to obtain the response to a step Input (Ref.4). 
Another method uses special charts for the summation of the terms of 
a Fomcr Series to give the response to a square wave input which is 
of fixed frequency (Ref.5). 

All of these are rather tedious procedures, and for some time 
now a more rapid if less acouratc Acthod has been sought. It 1s thought 
that the present method is of sane merit because of its speed, simplloity 
ad flexibility, combined with reasonable aoouraoy. 

2 Squ& Wave Response 

A olue to a rapid method of performing the transition from frequency 
to transient response is given -by tli nature of the frequency response 
CurVeS. These CUTVCS express the attenuation and change of phase suffered 
by each single-f=quenoy signal, or by each ccmponent frequency a? a 
complex signal, as It passes through the system, so that by expressing an 
input sisal as a series of single-frcqwncy components, the system 
output can be calcula.tcd. 
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For the normal transient response curves, the Input 1s a step 
funotion, wfilch unfortunately cannot b-e expressed by a Fourier Series. 
But a square wsve, which can be represented by such a series, can also 
be regarded as a. series of step functions, provided that the half-period 
of the Wave 1s suffi.cXntly long that t'ne system output has settled 
to a stationary value before the input changes to its other stationary 
value. In other words, the response to each half-wave of a square wave 
signal will closely represent the transient response of a system which 
is not too lightly damped. 

Now the Fourier Series for a square wave Fi(t) with equal. mark-to- 
space ratio, minimum value zero, maxlmum value unity and funilamental 
angular frequency uF , can be >dtton ss 

Fi(t) = ; + -$ 
c 

& sin (2n-1) OF t (1) 

nsl 

If this signal is fed into a gLven servo systsm, the amplitude and 
phase of the various coorponents will be changed, and the resultant out- 
put wave will be expressible as 

F,(t) = 4 + 2 
c 

*2n-1 
- sin [(2n-1) wF t + B&-,] 2n-1 

l-d 

Aa-, is tke gain uf the system at an angular freqency (2n-l)w ; 

B&-1 is the phase change at that - frequency. 

Consewently an approximate transient response curve can be obtained 
by evaluat5ng equation (2) for values of t from zero to slightly less 
than ahalf-pmod of the fundsmentsl frequency wF , using values of 
*2n-1 end B2n-l obtained from the frewenoy response curves, and 
plotting the refdts against t . 

3 The Approximate Transient Response 

In order to reduce this square wave concept to a practical method 
of obtaining transient response from frequenoy response curves, the 
summation of equation (2) must be curtailed at a reasonably low nmber 
of telms, and a suitable fundamental frequency must be selected for the 
square wave. If the selected square wave frequency is too low, the 
method becomes rather laborious beoause a large number of terms of the 
series have to be summed; on the other hand, if the selected frequenoy 
is too high, accuracy may be saorifiocd because of possible violation 
of the restriotion that the system transient must dlc out during each 
half cycle. The method of selecting the square wave frequency till bc 

~outlmcd for vsnous types of frequency response. 

It has been found by experience that it is possible to achieve a 
satisfactory oomprcmise between labour and accuracy by considering up to 
the eleventh harmonic of the square Wave frequency; that is, considering 
six terms of the swmnatlon of equation (2). On this basis, a suitable 



fundamental frequency Wp for the square wave 1s approximately one 
fifth of the lowest undamped natural frequency of the system. 

Because the systems for which this method was primardy developed 
have a prcdcminsnt quzdratlc factor in the transfer function, it is 
appropriate to consider firstly a systan vnth a q+dratlc frequency 
transfer fumtlon. An example is 

G(jw) = 1 
(3) 

where wJ2n is the natural frequency and Z, tie damping ratio, The 
gain/frequency curve of this systan will be asymptotic to two lines, 
intersecting at an angular frequency wn , the lines being the 0 db 
axis for lav values of w , and a line at -12 db/octave for high values 
of w. The transition section -~~.ll,vary in shape according to the 
value of r; ) ten&ng towards a high peak for low 5 (see Fig.1). 

When the gain curve of the system exhibits a definite peak, (as 
for r: < 0.7 in Fig 1, and System I, Flg.3) the peak occurs near the 
resonant frequency w. II and selection of wp at one fifth of w. 
has been found to be satisfactory. As the resonant frcqcncy w. is 
less than the natural frcquenoy w, by an amount governed by r;, it 
is possible ?;o make wF slightly greater than w,/5 and still have 
it approx~telyw~lt~o(~~~+. 2~p;~ge~ c;z, s~h~m$in 
the range from 
tiemas, selection of Up as less than wo/5 intrduccs error ix&o 
the result. The reason for the error 1s that vnth a low square wave 
freq.uency WF the system gain et the eleventh harmonic frequency IlwF , 
is not sufficiently lar compard to that at the fundcJne.ntal frequency, 
so that the series summation of equation (2) has not converged suffi- 
clently. Theerrors in such a case could bc reduced by considering 
h&er harmonics than the eleventh. 

If in the system with a quadratx transfer function, c is greater 
than 0.7, there IS no peak in the gaxn curve (F'lg.1). The undamped 
natural frewency in such a case is selected by usxng the phase curve, 
since the phase shift at the natural frequency is 90'. There agaaln, 
selection of' wF greater than ape fifth of (dn 1s to be preferred 
to a 10~0~ value. 

For Systems havlry factors like I 
1 + jw, 

in the frequency 

transfer.function, the gai&x=quency curve will be of a different form, 
and no such dxL~ct-method a!? selection of WF exists. If however, by 
neglecting tC$Zis in the hl&-frequency portion of the gain curve, It 
becomes sunilar to that for a purely quadratw system, then the method 
given above may be used to get a fxrst estimate of WF . If on the 
other hand, the gain curve is cd' a complicated form, then a first 
estimate of WF -my be made b y selection af the eleventh hsrmonlc at 
a frequency such-that the gain has 
1OV frequcr$y.. 

fallen by 15 db below thaz at very 
; IF-these cases the calculation 1s carried tbrou&, as 

aescribcd la@?, -with tlus estimated wp , and the maximum oontribution 
of the Ilt;b-harmonic to the flnal result 1s noted. Tf this contribution 
is apprccclm+tely 2$ or less of the maximum contribution of the funda- 
mentdi, then the result should bc accurate dthln the capabilities of 
this method. If It 1s more than 2$ then the estimate of wF is 



unsatisfactory, and the calculation should be repeated with a revised 
higher value of wp (or the calculation can be carried on to the 13th 
hamonic). On the-other hand, If the maximum contribution of the 7th 
harmonic to the final result is less than 2$ of that of the fundamental, 
and the 9th and Filth harmonics contribute negli@ble amounts, the value 
of WF as originally estimated was too high, and the calculation should 
be repeated with a lower value of tiF ~ 

The selection of the fundamental frequency of the square wave, WF , 
as outlinea above is all based on obtaining a fre 
to curtailing the sumnation of terms of equation i$j?n~;~$nf&~~;~;;te 
terms, i.e. after the 11th harmonic, 

Having thus selected the square wave frequency, the appropriate 
values of A2n-, and B2 are read from the frequmoy response curves 
of the system, and the cv 

, 
2i . uatmn of equation (2) carried out for 6 terns 

for a suitable number of vslucs of t , To facilitate this calculation, 
tables of values and a ccmpumr, as described in Section 4, have been 
developed. 

As a check on the acouraoy of this approximate method, it has been 
applied in a number of cases where there existed sn exact transient 
response curve and corresponding frequency response curves. Once 
famLia.riQ mth the proceckwe is gained, part~mlarly appreciation of 
the selection of the WF frequency, it was found that the resulting 
culycs were in error by less than 5"' ,o, and cften less than 2%. 

4 Aids to Calculation 

To reduce substsntlally the time taken in evaluating the expression - 
of equation (2), two special tables of values snd a circular computer 
have been developed. 

4.1 
2 The ; . dt2n-l - Table - Table I 

2n-1 

In the expression for the output P,(t) of a system subjected to 
a square wave input, which is repeated here for convenzence, 

F,(t) = ; + z 
-T A 

z 2n-1 
2n-1 

sin [(2n-I) wF t + B2,-,] (2) 

n=l 

*2n-I is the absolute gain of the *system, and since the gain curve is 
usually pl.ottea in terms of decibels against log-frequency, a conversion 
must be carrxed out. Eeclbel to power ratio or voltage ratio conversion 
tables are available, but in this work it has been found convenient to 

prepare one to give values of the composite tern $ . 
%I-1 
2n-1 ., shdne 

the value of this for various db values, and n = 1, 2, . . . . . . 7. The 
values are obtained frcm the expression 

2 *2n-1 2 1 &-I (db) 
-*= = 5x K -* m antilogjO 

20 
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and. are shown in Table I. In using this table At is not neoessary to 
imerpolate between the db velues given. 

Both this and Table II have been extended to give figures for 
calculatmg the 13th harmonic if it proves necessary to obtain greater 
accuracy, and this is more expedient than repeating the whole calculation 
wth a revised value of wF . 

4.2 The "cp" Table - Table II 

Without some change being made ln the form of equation (2), it 
will be necessary in making each SeFE!.,.-Cite WJaluatlOn t0 Select suitable 
v.sluesof t. If however a symbol T defined as l/u, is introduced, 
then equation (2) may be relmtten as 

F,(t) = $ + ; c bl-1 
2n-i s”-l I(2n-1) u$ * g + B2n-,- (5) 

In future (211-l) $ . 
0 

$ will lx denoted by 'p . 

Now as t/T is non-dimensional, a standard set of values for this 
parsmetermey be used, and a table could be prepared giving tie value of 
9 for various t/T . But, because the system phase change Bzn-l is 
usually expressed in degrees II; has been found expedient to make this 
table so that cp can be read off in degrees for suitable values of t/T 
ana n = 1, 2, 3 . . ...7. Since the angular frequency of the fur&mental 
component of the squaw x0no (UF) has been selected as l/5 of the 
an.&Lar frequency of the pcsk of the gain -e (uo), then wF/wo = 0.2, 
and the "9 - t/T" table gives values of 

9 = (%-I) 0.2 .+.jc;o 
c 2x 

= (2n-1) . Jj . $ (6) 

Further, to facilitate the use of a special cirxlnr computer, the 
values of 'p 
of 36iP, 

obtained frcm equation (6) have been reduced by multiples 
so that Table II gives the equivalent angle in the rage Go to 

360'. 

4.3 The Cirotir Computer 

The final aid to the computation of the transient response curves 
by this approximate method is n circular computer for rapidly evaluating 
the expression 

*2n-I r,(t) =, i * - 
2n-1 

sin (v + i&q) (7) 

This computor'~6onslsts of a oiroulnr base graduated both around the 
periphery fromSOo~tb.-3600 and &dross the face frcm -1.2 through 0 to +I.2 
(or -0.6 to b to"G6?6) as shown in Pig.2. Across this graduated circle 
svvlng -two amls vl11011 CNI be set with e.ny angle between thorn and along 
one of Yflesse a cursor can lx sot at eny radius from 1.2 down to 0.1 
(or 0.6 to 0.05). 
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Assume that the computer is temporarily set up as shown in Fig.&, 
tien OA and OB are the two arms,ard the cursor C on OB 1s set 

A2n-l 
(on zhe scale along OE) to lx equal to E * 211-1 as given by Table I. 
The angle AOB bczwen the trro arms 1s ;he phase angle B2n-1 corres- 

2 
pending to the particular value of ; . s ; generally B2n-, will 

be a negative angle, but the method applies equally well jf it is positive. - 
If now OA 1s SCG to a value of rp 

2 b-l-1 

as glvsn by Table II, Then zhe length 

CD represents ; . 2n-1 sin (v + B2n-1) , and ICS value 1s obtained from 

the scale along EOF , with due regard to sign. 

2 A2C-1 Thus if OC is set to the value of ;;. 2 
n 

f-or n = 1 , and 

the angle AOB is set to the appropriate BZn-, , then as OA 1s advanced 
to the values of I+J as shown on the 9 - t/T table, the vatrous values of 
2 Am-l . 
F'.-1 sm (cp + B,-I) may be read off the linear scale. This can be 

repeated for n = 2, 3 . . ...6 and the r~oessary sumnation carried out to 
get The points to plot for the transient response. These values can be 
either plotted agalnst t/T or should a correct time scale be required, 
the corresponding values may'bc obtained, -em&ring that T = l/o, . 

5 Steps in Obtaining nn Approximate Transient Re,sponse Curve 

The vamous steps for obtaming a transient response ourve by zlys 
methpd will no~r be sot out in logxal sequence. 

(I) Select the most suitable value of oF by referring to the 
given frequency response curves. If the gain/frequenoy curve is of the 
same general shape as the t; = 0.1 and c = 0.5 curves of Flg.1, select 

UF so that the ang&~r freqency at the maxlmum gain 1s 5wp . If the 
gain curve falls off monotonionlly, as for r; = 1.0 in Pig.1, select 
tiF so that at 5~ the phase-shift 1s -90'. For more complex gain 
OUrVeS, estimate tiF so that at I?+ the gain of the system has fallen 
by 15 db below the very low frequency value. Although the selection of 
WF is fairly crir;~oal, Itire the choice 1s not obvious it 1s best to 
err (up to 2f$) towards a higher vduc. 

Having selected uF , read. off from the gain and phase curves the 
data to ccanplete the folluvslng schedule, In whxh ~2~-, is equivalent 
to (2n-I) uF . 

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 

' 2n-1 

*2n-1 

B2n-l 
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(2) Referring to Flg.2, set the oursor C so that OC corre- 
*2ll-1 

spends on the scale of EOP to the value of ; . - 
2n-1 as given by 

TableI,for n=l and the gain as shown in the schedule above; it 
is not necessaiy to interpolate between the db values given in Table I. 
Then with OB slang the O" line, set OA on -B2n-l ; 1.e. at an angle 
equsl In magnitude but opposite in sign to the phase change at the 
frecjyency given by n = I . 

(3) Set OA on the first value of 'p from Table II (n = 1 

column), read. off the value of 
2 
z * tj$+ sin (9 - E&-.,) on the 

appropriate linear scale along EOF , and rocod It. Repeat this for 
sufficient values of 'p , putting the resulting figures in a tabular 
fan as shown below. 

Seconds 

VT 
3 

0.5 1.0 

- 

t 

I.5 

- 

~ 

c I b 0.5 j I I -: 

The "Seconds" row E(=ves the time values corresponding to the t/T , 

which it rewired are obtaxwd by usmg the relatxon T = 1 = 
0 3&* 

(4) Repeat the procedure gxven 1.1, steps 2 and 3 for values of 
n = 2, 3, 4, 5.a.d 6, so completing the bcdy of the table of step 3. 

(5) Check the suitability of the value of tiF used. The ms.xlIIlum 
val.ue in the no= 6 roe should be approximately @J of the msximrrm velue 
in the n = 1 -row. If tnese values are negligible and the maximum value 
in the n = 5 or even n = 4 I-OTT are about 2$ of the maximum In the 
nzl ~Ovfj $@n the selected WF 1s too hi&, and the cdcular;ion 
should be tipe~zF&x~th a lower 9 ; If these values are much greater 
t&n Z$ then d+ IS too low, and either the cslculatlon should be 
regcated with a,hlgher wF , dr the 13th harm&&c should be calculated. 
Should this~addltio-&l harmonx not produce sufficient aocuracy the 
calculation till have to be repeated xith a higher wF . 
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(6) Sum each of the columns of six (or seven) values, and to 
each add 0.5. This gives figures Mwh when plotted agcunst t/T 9 or 
tme, give the re 
term of equation 2). ;p  ̂

ired transient response cume. The 0.5 is the first 

A more rapid plot of the transvmt response curve may be made by 
using only selected values of t/T , to give only the general form of 

the curve. 

G Typical Examples 

Typical frequency response bullies for two tiffwent systems are 
sho\m in Figs.3 and 4. System I (Fig.3) I.S a simple proportional control 
system vith an inertia snd friction load, so that it has been possible 
to oompute exactly the transient response of the system fram the transfer 
fbnotLon which is 

G(p) = 
k 

Jp2 + fp + k 

with k=l, J=l, and f=O.6. 

The sets of figures used in the calculation are shmm in Fig.4. 
The values of gain and phase cbangc as read from the curves are set out 
In Fig.4a, - this is the "schedule" of Step 1, Sectlon 5 - and the 
figures obtained from the circular ccmptor are set out in Fig.4b. 
These results are ploded XI Pig.7. Superimposed on the curve for 
System 1, oan bc seen several add;l.tional poznts, vhlch are the values 
obtained from the exact solution for the transient response of the 
system. 

System 2 is a pracr;ical servo system, the frequency response curves 
shovn in Fig.4 being derived from the transfer function of the system. 
The calculations a~? in this case shown in Fig.6, and once again the 
resultS.ng values are plotted in F1g.7 to give the transient response 
curve ~ 
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TAELE I 

%b 

tlO.0 
t9.0 
+e.o 
c7.0 
c6.0 
+5.0 

t4.5 
tL+.o 
t3.5 
tj.0 
+2.5 
+2.0 
tl.5 
t1.0 
to.75 
to.5 
to.25 

0 
-0.25 
-0.5 
-0.75 
-1 .o 
-1.5 

'-2.0 
-2.5 
-3.0 
-3.5 
-4.0 
-4.5 
-5.0 
-6.0 
-7.0 
-8.0 
-9.0 

-10.0 
-11 
-12 
-13 
-14 
-15 
-16 
-17 
-18 
-19 
-20 

-i .OE, o A 

= Adb *abs 
20 

o.oj75 1~090 
0.0250 1.059 
0.0125 1.029 
0.0000 1.000 

.I..,9875 0.971 6 
*I.9750 0.9441 
.I.9625 0.9173 
4.9500 0.8913 
d.9250 0.8414 
~1.9000 0.7943 
.A.8750 0.7499 
.I.8500 0.7079 
.I.8250 0.6683 
.I.8000 0.63'C 
.I.7750 0.5957 
.I.7500 0.5623 
.I.7000 0.5012 
.I.6500 0.4467 
.I.6000 0.3981 
.I.5500 0.3548 
.I.5000 0.3162 
.I.4500 0.2318 
-l.L,OOO 0.2512 
.I.3500 0.2239 
.I.~00 0.1?95 
.I.2500 0.1778 
.I.2000 0.1585 
.I.1500 0.141: 
.I.IOOO 0.1259 
-1.0500 0.1122 
.I .oooo 10.1000 

- 
I 

n=l n=Zln= n=4 n=5 n=61n=7 

2.013 
I.794 
1.599 
1.425 
I.270 
1.132 
1.069 
1.009 
0.952 
0.900 
0.849 
0.802 

0.757 
0.714 
0.694 
0.674 
0.655 
0.637 
0.619 
0.601 
0.584 
0.567 
0.536 
0.506 
0.477 
0.451 
0,426 
&1.402 
0.379 
0.358 
0.319 
0.284 
0.253 
0.226 
0.201 
0.179 
0.160 
0.143 
0.127 
0.113 
0.101 
0.090 
0.030 
0.071 
0.064 

0.673 0.403 
0.598 0.35Y 
0.533 0.320 
0.475 0.285 
0.423 0.254 
0.377 0.226 
0.356 0.214 
0.336 0.2'02 
0.328 0.191 
0.300 0.160 
0.283 0.170 
0.267 0.760 
0.252 0.151 
0.235 0.143 
0.231 0.139 
0.225 0.135 
0.219 0.131 
0.212 0.127 
0.206 0.124 
0.200 0.120 
O.lV5 0.117 
0.189 0.114 
0.179 0.107 
0.169 0.101 

3.183 0.155 
a.163 0.138 
0.145 0.123 
3.130 0.109 
3.116 0.098 
0.103 0.087 
0.047 0.082 
3.osli 0.07a 
0.037 0.073 
0.082 0.069 
3.077 0.065 
3.073 0.062 
O.Oi$ 0.058 
0.065 0.055 
0.063 I 0.053 
3.061 0.052 

0.155 0.096 
0.150 0.090 
0.142 0.085 
Oil 34 0.080 
0.126 0.076 
0.119 0.072 
0.102 I O.OkL 
0.095 0.057 
0.085 0.051 
0.075 0.045 
0.067 0.040 
0.060 0.036 
0.053 0.032 
0.048 0.029 
0.042 0.025 
0.038 0.923 
0.034 0.020 
0.030 0.018 
0.027 0.016 
0.024 0.014 
0.021 o.ol'j 

0.288 0.224 
0.256 0.199 
0.229 0.17& 
0.204 0.158 
0.182 0.141 
0.162 0.126 

0.1,53 0.119 
O.lL+!+ 0.112 
0.136 0.106 
0.129 0.100 
0.122 O.OY4 
0.115 0.039 
0.108 0.084 
0.102 0.079 
0.099 0 077 
0.097 0.075 
0.094 0.073 
o.oy1 0.071 
0.088 0.069 
0.086 0.067 
0.083, 0.065 
0.081 0.063 
0.077 0.060 
0.072 0.056 
0.063 o.c53 
0.064 0.050 
0.061 0,047 
0.058 0.045 
0.054 o.ol+z 
0.051 0.040 
0.046 0.035 
0.041 0.032 
0.036 0.028 
0.032 0.025 
0.029 0.022 
0.026 0.020 
0.023 0.018 
0.020 0.016 
0.018 0.014 
O.-o16 0.013 
0.014 0.011 
0.013 0.010 
0.011 0.009 
0.010 0.008 
0.009 0.007 

0.060 0.050 
0.058 0.049 
0.056 0.048 
0.055 0.046 
0.053 0.045 
0.052 0.044 
0.049 0.041 
o.oL&i 0.039 
0.043 0.037 
0.041 0.035 
3.039 0.033 
2.036 0.031 
0.034 0.029 
0.033 0.028 
3.029 0.025 
3.026 0.022 
0.023 0.019 
0.021 0.017 
0.013 0.015 
0.016 0.014 
0.015 0.012 
0.013 0.011 
0.012 O.OlC 
0.011 0.009 
0.010 o.ooa 
0.008 0.007 
0.007 0.006 
0.007 0.005 
0.006 0.005 

2 A2n-l -.- 
5x al-1 
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TABLE II 

t " The "P - F Table 

0.50 
0.75 
1 .oo 
1.25 
1.50 
1.75 
2.00 
2.25 
2.50 
2.75 
3.00 
3.25 
3.50 
3.75 

::g 
4.50 
4.75 

7.00 
7.50 
8.00 
8.50 
9.00 
9.50 

10.0 
10.5 
11.0 
11.5 
12.0 
12.5 
13.0 
13.5 
14.0 
14.5 
15.0 

1 

2.2 
11:5 
14.3 
17.2 
20.1 
22.9 
25.8 
28.6 
31.5 
34.4 

$5 

ig*i 
4817 
51.6 
54.4 

'63-i 
6818 

79:; 
8519 
91.7 
97.4 

103.1 
108.9 
114.6 
120.3 
I2G.O 
131.8 
i37.5 
143.2 
149.0 
154.7 
160.4 
i66.2 
171.9 

2 

17.2 
25.8 
34.4 
43.0 
51.6 
60.2 
68.8 

z4; 
94:5 
03.1 
11.7 
20.3 
28.9 

;i+: 
5417 
63.3 

ii?: 9, 
36.3 
23.5 
40.6 
57.8 

;',4 
09:4 
26.6 
43.8 
1.0 

la.2 

::*5 
6917 
86.9 
34.1 
22.3 
38.5 
55.7 

3 

28.6 
43.0 

;7-: 
85.9 

loo.3 
114.6 
128.9 
143.2 
157.6 
171.9 
186.2 
200.5 
214.9 
229.2 
243.5 
257.8 
272.2 
286.5 
315.1 

'K 
41:1 
69.7 
sea4 

127.0 
155.7 
184.5 
213.0 
241.6 
270.3 
298.9 
327.5 
356.2 
24.8 

z-7 
iio:a 
139.4 

4 6 

40.1 
GO.2 
80.2 

100.3 
120.3 
140.4 
160.4 
l&Q.5 
200.5 
220.6 
240.6 
260.7 
280.7 
300.8 
320.9 
340.9 

1.0 
22.0 
41.1 
al .2 

121.3 
161.4 
201.5 
241.6 
281.7 
321.8 

4g 

12212 
162.4 
202.5 
242.6 
282.7 
322.8 

4;:: 
83.1 

123.2 

51.6 
77.3 

103.1 
128.9 
q54.7 
180.5 
206.3 
232.0 
257.8 
283.6 
309.4 

3315*: 
2617 
52.5 
78.3 

104.1 
j29.9 
$55.7 
207.2 
258.8 
310.4 

51:; 
105.1 
156.6 
208.2 
259.8 
311.3 

5:; 
106:o 
15796 
209.1 
260.7 

"Z 
55:4 

107.0 

63.0 
94.5 

126.1 
157.6 
lap.1 
220.6 
252.1 
283.6 
315.1 
3tg.g 

4917 
81.2 

112.7 
144.2 
175.7 
207.2 
238.7 
270.3 
333.3 

36.3 
Y9.3 

I@,4 
225.4 
288.4 
351.4 
54.5 

117.5 
180.5 
243.5 
306.6 

9.6 
72.6 

135.6 
198.7 
261.7 
324.1 

27.7 
90.8 

7 

74.5 
111.7 
149.0 
186.2 
223.5 
260.7 
297.9 
335.2 

12.4 
49.7 
86.9 

124.1 
161.4 
198.6 
235.8 
273.1 
310.4 

'E 86 
99:3 

173.8 
248.3 
322.8 

37.3 
111.7 
186.2 
260.7 

'l? ; 
124:l 
198.7 
273.1 
34&f 

13616 
211.1 
285.6 

7i.5 

n 

i 
t 
T 

0.5c 
0.75 
1.W 
1.25 
l.5C 
1.75 
2.00 
2.25 
2.50 
2.75 
3.00 
3.25 
3.50 
3.75 
4.00 
4.25 
4.50 
4.75 
5.00 

E 
6150 
7.00 

78% 
a:50 

9':: 
10.0 
10.5 
11.0 
11.5 
12.0 
12.5 
i3.0 
13.5 
14.0 
14.5 
r5.0 

Values d p in degrees forvarious n and $, calculated 
Prcm the expression 

9 = (2n - 1) $ '$ . 
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FIG.1. GAIN CU.RVES. SYSTEM TRANSFER FUNCTION 



FIG.2 &2a 
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FIG. 2&2a. THE CIRCULAR COMPUTER. 
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PIGUE3 5 

Calculation - Sysizen I 

Select u. 

(3 

= 0.90 at the peak of the ,pin curve. so t,hat wF = 0.18 

' in 1 2 3 4 5 6 

O'&l 0.18 0.54 0.90 1.26 1.62 -I.98 

+&I +0.2 +2.1 +4.7 +0.3 -5-5 -10.0 

%-I -6.3' -24.60 -70 5O -127.8' -15O.lO -1j8.4° 

1 Since w. = 0.40 , T = - = 1 .I1 
wO 

Sf%S 0.56 1.11 1.67 2.22 2.78 3.33 3.89 L.44 5.0 5.55 6.11 5.66 7.22 7.77 8.33 8.88 9.a 10.0 

tn /I w  0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.9 3.5 4-O 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 5.0 
--- - 

1 -0.01 kO.06 +O.d2 +0.18 +0.25 +0.31 +0.36 to.42 +O.L6 +0.51 +0.55 +0.58 4.61 4.63 +0.65 +0.66 4.66 +0.65 
: -0.15 -0.04~0.05 -0.05 +0.12 +0.06 +0.15 iO.19 +0.24+0.26 +0.2'1 +0.21 +0.26 to.17 +0.25 +0.08 +0.21 Al5 iC.07 -0.21 4.01 -0.09 -0.18 -0.11 -0.16 -0,21 -0.25 -0.27 -0.26 

-0.02 -0.03 -0.09 -O-07.-0.011+0.05 -0.03 -0.01 +O.Ol 0 +0.03 co.02 

-O.Oj -O.lj -O-+9 -0.01 +O.lO +0.18 +0.21 

! +0.03 +O.Ol +0.09 -0.01 ~0.09 +O.Ol +0.04 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 0 -0.08 -0.03 -0.09 0 +0,03 -0.01 +0.05 +O.Ol ~0.09 -0.02 +0.09 -0.03 +0.04 -0.03 -0.02 0 +0.03 -0, OE 

+O.Ol LO.02 

+0.03 -0.07 0 

-0.02 -0.02 0 +0.02 +O.Ol 0 -0.02 

2 -0.34 -0.05 +0.30 +0.62 +0.83 +0.87 +0.83 +0.70 +0.54+0.46 +0.35 +0,36 co.38 +0.43 co.51 +0.53 +0,55 +0.53 
+0.5 +0.16 to.45 co.80 +I.12 +I.33 I.2 +I.33 +I.20 +1.04+0.96 +0.89 +0.86 +0.88 +0.93 +1.01,+1.03 +I.05 +I.03 

I,, I 



, , , , , ,  ,,,,_,, , , , , , , , , , ,_ , ,  , , , , , ,  , , , , , , , , , , ,  , , , .  , , , ,  , , , “ , , ,  , ,  , , , I ,  , , , , , , , , , , , ,  mm,,, , , , , ,  mm/,, , , , / , ,  ,,,, ,,, ,,,, ,,, ,, ,, 



FIGURE 6 

Calaita-iion - System 2 

Ne@ect gain curve peak at w r-750 ra.d/sec. 

Select up by the -90' phase-d&t criterion. 
For -90' 0 ‘=83. , 

Choose wF = 18 whxh is ET+ I@. 
. 5 

. . o 90. w = 

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 

ld 2lP1 18 54 90 126 162 198 

*21-r-1 -0.75 -3.5 -a -11 -f5 -17 

B 2n-1 -24.5 -63 -96 -120 -133 -140 

Since = 90 !C = &= 0.011 w. , 
0 

Sees 0.005G~0.0111 0.0167 0.0222 0.0272 0 0333 0.0389 O.Ol& 

VT n 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3~5 4,o 

I -0.19 -0.13 -0.08 -0.02 +0.04 +O.lO +O.-i6 +0.21 
2 -0.10 -0.4 -0.03 +O.OI +0.06 +O.OY co.12 ~0.14 
3 -0.05 -0.03 -0.01 +0.02 +0.04 +0.05 +0.05 co.04 

5" -0.01 -0.03 -0.0-l -0:02 0 0 +O.Ol +0.02 co.03 +O.Ol +0.02 0 +0.0-l -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 

6 -0.01 0 +O.Ol +O.Ol 0 -0.01 -0.01 0 

c -0.39 -0.26 -0.11 +0.05 +0.18 +0.25 +0.32 +0.37 
+0:5 +0.1-l +0.24 +0.39 +0.55 i-0.68 +0.75 co.82 co.87 

1 

0.050 0.0555 0.0611 0.0666 0.0722 0.0777 0.0833 0.0858 0.0944 0.010 

4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8,5 5,O 

+0.26 +0.32 +0.36 10.41 co.45 +0.48 +0.51 to.54 +0.56 +a57 
+0.14 +0.14 +c.12 co.09 io.05 +O.Ol -0.04 -0.08 -0.11 -0.13 
+0,02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.05 -0.05 -0.04 -0.02 0 +O.OJ co.05 

-0.02 -0.03 -0.02 0 +0.02 +0.03 +0.02 +O.Ol -0.01 -0.02 
-0.01 +O.Ol +O.Ol +O.Ol 0 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 +O.Ol +O.Ol 
+O.Ol +O.Ol 0 -0.01 -0.01 0 +O.Ol 0 0 -0.01 

+o.I.@ +o.& co.44 co.45 +0.46 +0.47 +0.47 +0.46 +o.@ +0.47 
+o.go co.94 +0.?4 +0.95 +0.96 +o.n +0.97 +o.% +O.% +0.97 
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FIG. 7. TRANSIENT RESPONSE CURVES. SYSTEMS I AND 2. 0 
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